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FAREWELL
BEVERLEY
HARRIS
After 25 years of dedicated and passionate service to the College as
Business Manager, Mrs Beverly Harris is retiring. To thank her for her
commitment to the wellbeing of this institution, Pin Oak interviewed
her to reflect on her time at the College, and wish her well for the
future.
Twenty five years is a long time to work in a position.
Your intuition and professionalism has led to the skilful
development of the College into a place of learning and
invigoration. What have been your fondest memories, and
what has compelled you to remain here over time?
My fondest memories are of Foundation Night and Speech Night.
Seeing the students that come back to the College, and what they’ve
achieved, knowing Oxley offers such a great grounding and watching
them grow is so rewarding. The executive staff are also amazing.
With a school, it’s not just the numbers, it’s the people that make a
difference and have made this job very rewarding.
I think getting to know some of the students – such as through
the SRC - informs us as to what sort of buildings we need to build.
Interacting with the ground staff, with the waste audit, being involved
in the kayaking programme early on, even going on a school camp,
allows us to inform our decisions regarding buildings and development.
Obviously, Oxley would have changed remarkably since you
first were employed here 25 years ago. What has been the
most prominent change?
The biggest change would have to be the size of school. When I
started there were 350 students from years 7-12. Since then, it’s just
grown and grown and of course the Junior School has been added.
You have contributed a lot to the life and prosperity of the
College throughout your time here. What is your proudest
accomplishment?
It’s probably fairly boring, but leaving the College with good financial
stability is very satisfying. We currently have no debt, and are well
grounded financially to continue to develop.
Looking to the future, do you have any plans for your
retirement? Any goals you would like to tick off the bucket
list?
My husband and I never had a ‘gap year’, and so the next year will
essentially be a ‘gap year’ for us. We like walking and there are many
walks we want to do around the world. We’re travelling to Iceland,
England, Corsica, Italy, Malta, to see the Northern Lights and finally go
trekking in Nepal. Beyond that, we don’t really have a plan, but we’ll
see how we go!
Finally, reflecting on any lessons you have learned during your
appointment as Business Manager here, what advice would
you have for the students and staff of Oxley?
I would say to take every opportunity that Oxley offers. Never say no!
Always say yes because you never know what’s around the corner.
Because we are a smaller school, students and parents and staff get
to do a lot of things they wouldn’t normally try. Many of my children’s
friends tried something at Oxley that they are still doing now, which is
so rewarding.
By Ava Lambie (Year 10)
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HEAD OF COLLEGE’S REPORT

This article for Pin Oak is very timely for me, having just
returned from time with our Year 9 students on the Rites
of Passage programme in Sydney. It was very rewarding
to be with the Year 9s and I was particularly impressed
with how much their independence and confidence has
developed in such a short period of time. They have
become much more self-assured in finding their way
around Sydney and are beginning to see further than
just their immediate needs or surroundings.
I visited the University of Technology and spent time
with them at the Data Arena and Forensic Science
Labs and listened to a lecture on Mathematics and the
future developement of careers where having a strong
mathematical understanding will be advantageous. It
was great to see our students asking insightful and
pertinent questions of the guides. Just experiencing
the amazing UTS campus, with its creative and
striking buildings and seeing the students take in the
surroundings was worthwhile.
The theatre visits and seeing the students move and
interact with public in a whole range of situations
made me feel incredibly proud of our students. They
all conducted themselves in an extremely respectful
and mature manner. What I loved was how they were
all supportive of one another and have come together
as a whole year group and are embracing all of the
opportunities presented to them. What a delight and
the benefit for me is that I now know a lot more of our
Year 9s!
Our Oxley College, ‘Distinctives’ like Rites of Passage,
Overseas Service Opportunities, Global Studies and
Cornerstone are a very important part of the educational
programmes we offer our students at Oxley. As I have
spoken about before in Pin Oak, I believe Cornerstone
is one of the most important subjects we teach at Oxley
and it gives our students the essential skills of critical
and creative thinking, questioning, reasoning and the
important development of tolerance and respect for
difference of beliefs and the opinions of others. In 2020
we will be extending the scope of Cornerstone and I am
pleased to inform our community that we have recently
been approved by NESA to teach Philosophy as a one
unit subject for Year 11 students. This will provide our
students with valuable opportunities to extend their
skills even further and continue with a much loved
subject into their senior years. I would like to extend
my appreciation to the highly dedicated and talented
team of staff who developed the course and put the
programme together for accreditation.
In keeping with Oxley’s desire to be the best it can be,
our staff are committed to professional and personal

growth. This week they have been continuing their work
with Ms Sophie Murphy and Mr Luke Mandouit, two
experts from the University of Melbourne in evidence
based teaching and learning pedagogies. Sophie and
Luke help us refine and strengthen the pedagogies and
practices our teachers use and we are continuing our
growth as a school and remain at the leading edge of
education. In recognition of the pioneering work we are
doing at Oxley College, we have three members of staff,
Mrs Justine Lind, Ms Lara Sheils and Mrs Kathryn Cunich
who have been invited to present our work on feedback
in action at an international conference in the US during
these holidays. Whilst students start their holidays next
Thursday after Mission Day our staff will be spending
Friday participating in our own Learning Conference
whereby each member of staff will be sharing aspects
of their professional learning plans and the projects they
are undertaking to develop their professional practice.
With the end of term coming very quickly we are going
to be saying farewell to long standing staff member and
Business Manager, Mrs Beverley Harris, who is retiring in
July after 25 years of outstanding service. Beverley has
made a phenomenal contribution to the prudent financial
and operational management of the College and has
given her intelligent and dedicated service generously
to Oxley always keeping the students’ education central
to her priorities. She has seen and been instrumental
in Oxley College’s transformation from fledgling school
to one that is highly regarded and thriving today. She
has fully embraced every aspect of Oxley as a parent,
Company Secretary and member of the Executive and
can justifiably feel very proud of her career. We wish
Beverly and her husband Malcolm all the very best for
their future as they start their new adventure of travel
and retirement.
After a robust and competitive recruitment process, we
will be welcoming our new Director of Business Services,
Mr Euan Liddell to the Oxley College staff on Monday
as he begins the transition into this new role. Euan is
highly qualified and brings a wealth of experience in the
financial and operational management of schools having
held a number of similar roles including most recently
as the Business Manager at St Gregory’s College in
Campbelltown. I know he is excited about joining the
Oxley community as a member of staff and the Executive
leadership team.
As this is the final Pin Oak for the term I would like to
wish all of our Oxley families a restful break in July. I do
hope that you all get time to spend together as a family
and return refreshed and ready for the commencement
of Term 3 on Monday 22 July 2019.
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How we can save our planet
and make a better future?
On Wednesday 12 June, Year 6 attended the
screening on 2040.The movie was inspirational and
interesting. It taught us about how we can change
our world. It was about a young man named Damen
and his daughter Velvet. Damen was striving to
STOP climate change so that his daughter Velvet
could see the beauty of the world. He showed us his
visions of 2019 and 2040 to engage us and provoke
our thoughts. Watching the movie motivated us
to act on climate change and major world issues.
It made us want to switch off the lights, use less
energy and continue not to buy single use plastics.
The movie taught us about how we can save our
planet and make a better future. Seeing how much
Damen wanted his daughter to have a beautiful
future made us want the generations to come to
have that too. We really enjoyed the movie and are
glad that we now know how we can make a change
in our world.
Damen spoke a lot about renewable energy and not
polluting the air or the oceans. To prevent pollution,
we need to stop releasing toxic fumes from factories,
using fuel powered vehicles and the trees can help
us too. Sharing transport was mentioned many
times in the documentary. Ride sharing can reduce
pollution because less fuel is released into the air.
Improving farming practices is also important to help
the environment. To do this, we need to integrate
livestock and crops into properties, maintain healthy
grass and soil and grow only organic crops. This
documentary was well worth seeing and has taught

us that we can do little things to help save our world
and make it even better.
So what does our 2040 world look like? In the year
2040 we will be 32 and 33 years old. In our 2040,
the world has come together as a single organism
to save our planet and we hope that by doing this,
we can STOP climate change for good. Our 2040
will be gorgeous and things we only dream of now,
become reality. The trees and plants are greener
than ever, and people truly want the best for the
environment. The oceans would be clean and full
of vibrant, beautiful marine life. We want to save
energy, and that can be achieved by simply turning
off your lights when you are not using them. Recycle,
Reuse and Reduce. If we can act on these three
simple words, we can make a change in our world.
Driverless cars, rooftop gardens, renewable energy,
ride sharing, equality, minimal fossil fuels and more,
maybe all this can reverse climate change to make
the future a better place for our children, and theirs.
If we can accomplish all this by 2040, by our 30s,
the future generations to come will be able to see
the world at its best. To be surrounded by forests,
clean healthy oceans, trees and animals. That would
be our dream for 2040.
By Grace Malouf and Anouk Walker-Levy (Year 6)
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TAKE INSPIRATION

FILM
BOOK

FILM

FIVE FEET APART

THE STAGING POST

Rachael Lippincott, Mikki Daughtry
and Tobias Iaconis brings ‘Five
Feet Apart’. Now a major motion
picture starring Cole Sprouse and
Haley Lu Richardson. Stella Grant
wants nothing more than to be like
everyone else. A normal seventeen
teenage girl, except she isn’t. Stella
has Cystic Fibrosis and wants nothing
more than just a new set of lungs.
She spends most of her days full of
routines, self-control and boundaries.
But when she meets Will everything
changes.

On Tuesday 18 June Years 5,6 and
7 went to the Empire Cinema to
watch a film by Jolyn Hoff about
when Australia stopped the refugee
boats. The film is inspiring and
gives us a deeper view on the hard
refugee life. It features two Afghan
Hazara refugees, Muzafar and
Khadim, who are stuck in Indonesia
after Australia stopped refugee
boats arriving. Facing many years in
limbo they built up their community
and started a school to battle the
law that refugee children aren’t
allowed a proper education. This
has started a schooling revolution
across Indonesia. After we watched
the film, we were able to ask the
refugees who have been accepted
into Australia and Jolyn Hoff the
producer and director, questions
about the film. Hoff asks us to raise
awareness by watching the film and
to start talking about it and you can
also donate to the charity.

Will Newman is the total opposite, like
Stella he also has Cystic Fibrosis as
well as B Cepacia. Will wants nothing
more than to get out of the hospital
and away from treatments. When
Will turns 18 he plans on leaving
the whole treatment world behind.
But that was until he met Stella, and
everything changed.
Will is what Stella needs to stay away
from ...trouble. But she can’t help
but want to help him with his new
trial treatment. Soon they are both
connected to one another more than
ever. From face timing in different
rooms, drawing cartoons and doing
their treatments together. As they get
closer and closer their lives become
closer and closer to being at risk.
The rule is six feet apart no
exceptions. ‘Would five feet apart
really be so dangerous if it stops their
hearts breaking too?’
Can you ever love someone you can
never touch?

By Tika Conway (Year 7)

CLUELESS
On Friday 19 July we celebrate
the 24th anniversary of one of the
most iconic cult classics of all time;
“Clueless”. Jane Austen would never
have imagined that her 1816 novel
“Emma” could be turned into a
1995 film offering vivid insight into
the glamorous lives of the ultrarich teenagers attending a Beverly
Hills high school. The film centers
around Cher and her best friend
Dionne. They are both named after
“great singers of the past that now
do infomercials” who are “in on the
heavy clambakes”. The film recounts
Cher’s hijinks such as attempting
to set up two teachers in order to
change her grades, questionable
debate class tactics, and of course;
making over new girl Tai.
The key to Clueless’ success is the
main character Cher whilst being
admittedly shallow, vain and spoilt is
ultimately a complex well-rounded
character who is so much more
than the “pretty blonde girl”. Whilst
Cher is capable of lines likes “Why
learn to park when every place you
go has a valet?” her endearing ditzy
persona runs simultaneously with
audience knowledge that Cher will
grow up to be apt and capable just
like her father.
If this movie sounds typical, that’s
because it is; Clueless was amongst
the first to perfect the now oversaturated and repetitive formula
that every High school movie
follows. Even if you feel like you’ve
seen a gazillion movies all in the
same vein; Watch this one.
By Pearl Bendle (Year 10)

By Lily Magill (Year 10)
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JUNIOR SCHOOL NEWS

Head of Junior School: Justine Lind
How is learning visible at Oxley?

Last edition I wrote about the body of educational research that comes to us through the Visible Learning work
initiated by John Hattie. This week, we have had two of Hattie’s PHD researchers consulting with our staff to guide
continual improvement in teaching practice across the College.
Visible Learning guides us through three questions; Where am I going? How am I going? and Where to next? These
questions are equally relevant to students, staff and schools as learning organisations seeking continual improvement.
You will see evidence of this growth minded approach as part of our reporting process that will come home next
week with your child(ren). The reports will reflect the current level of achievement but the portfolio will showcase the
progress made over the entire semester. This growth will be “visible” as you talk to your child about what they were
able to do at the start of the year or the start of the task and what they achieved by the end such as in a writing
tasks where evidence of the whole process is included. The students can see their own improvement, the impact of
teacher instruction, planning scaffolds provided and ongoing feedback through editing and conferencing with each
child to move them on to the next level of competence.
Our teachers plan units that focus on developing understanding and independent mastery. This planning moves
understanding from surface level knowledge and facts to deep appreciation of causes and consequences or the
generalisation of specific knowledge across different contexts. Visible Learning Intentions and Success Criteria, make
the purpose of each learning experience transparent to each learner and exemplars or models of tasks show students
what success looks like at each level of understanding.
The philosophy of Reggio Emilia has long encouraged educators to listen to the “100 Languages” of children; the
many ways they speak to us about their knowledge, feelings and opinions about their experience. We hear them
through their words and actions; their level of engagement with the experiences we invite them into as part of life
and learning at Oxley. You hear in Assembly and hopefully frequently around the dinner table about the things which
are igniting interest and passion in your child(ren). Our students recognise the power of the learning they experience
at Oxley, they appreciate its significance and they can articulate its impact on their motivation and sense of selfefficacy.
“I think the subjects are all better linked which is good because sometimes it’s hard for your brain to just switch. By
looking at things together you can go deeper into the subject and you understand it better.”
Jerome McIntosh, Year 5
“I think that Oxley uses imagination a lot in learning. Our teachers use it and also the students do. It’s like opening up
to what you’ve never seen before and creating something you’ve never created before. It is joyful and happy.”
Poppy O’Sullivan, Year 5
In the last two weeks our Year 6 students attended a special screening of the new documentary 2040 and this week
Years 5 to 7 went to see The Staging Post which documents the experience of refugees. Both films have resonated
deeply with our students and inspired insightful responses which will provide powerful connections to their current
and future units of inquiry.

Weekly Awards:
Students of the Week
Learning Journey
K: Xavier Halstead
Yr 5C: Charlie Ryan
Yr 5H: Poppy O’Sullivan
Yr 6A: Ben Shields
Yr 6W: Edward Connell
Oxley Values
K: Lilly Mansour
Yr 5C: Emily Byrne
Yr 5H: Sam Plummer
Yr 6A: Charlotte Kent
Yr 6W: Luca Colloridi

Students of the Week
Learning Journey
K: Luella Sewell
Yr 1: Hugh Pratten, Zara Finlayson
Yr 2C: Zoe Sneddon, Will Matar
Yr 2S: Anna Sutherland, Rhodes Feller
Yr 3: Coco Sewell
Yr 4: Matthew Morschel, Alexander Psarakis
Yr 5C: Liam Halloran Yr 5H: Sabine Garton
Yr 6A: Harley Evans Yr 6W: Bryn Wiseman
Oxley Values
K: Harry Berry
Yr 1: Clem Simpson, Oliver Coram
Yr 2C: Will Kean, Hamish Aston
Yr 2S: Jemima Anson, Will Carioti
Yr 3: Sam Cottle
Yr 4: Brigitte Pietsch-Liddell, Hayden Zupp
Yr 5C: Ruby Pettaras Yr 5H: Oliver Bryant
Yr 6A: Sarah Witcombe Yr 6W: Chloe Legge
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Ration Challenge 2019

Food has consumed my mind a lot over the past five days, it’s all I can really think about and I don’t think
I’ve ever waited so intently for my lunch (apologies to anyone who got between me and the microwaves).
This is what my diet has consisted of:
Breakfast: Warm rice.
Lunch: Warm rice, six kidney beans and a spice.
Afternoon tea: Home made flatbread (something to look forward to throughout the day)
Dinner: Rice, lentils and more beans.
There are currently 68.5 million refugees and displaced people in our world, and this number is continuing
to grow. Every day 44,000 people are forced to flee their homes due to conflict, persecution and natural
disaster. Last term Oxley Year 12 students went to a conference that helped us learn what the Ration
Challenge was and how we could create social change in our communities. The Ration Challenge raises funds
and awareness for refugees by challenging people to eat the same rations as a Syrian refugee for three or
five days. We came away from the conference on a complete high from the day, with an invincible “I’ve been
given the secret tip on how to change the world” spring in our steps. It turns out “changing the world” isn’t
just posting on your Instagram story - it’s slow, bland and you’re hungry for quite a lot of it. Rice was a staple
(although I managed to simultaneously burn and undercook mine), and we did have to get quite creative - I
was so sick of the texture I started to blend mine and make patties. You do crave other food, pretty much
anything except for rice, and I had to leave the room when my family were eating. We’d make other people
uncomfortable by enviously eyeing off their various lunch’s - at one stage we were literally surrounded by
Pizza slices. I was in bed, tucked up by at nine every night and getting up the next morning was harder than
usual. But I had a luxury- the end was in sight. The whole time. Friday. The promise of a Maccas run.
But refugees don’t have this luxury. And it doesn’t just relate to the food they can eat. Their lives are
monotonous, the same thing every day. But they are also uncertain. Children spend whole lives in refugee
camps waiting and not knowing. I can’t imagine what it’d be like doing the challenge with no end point in
sight. The ration challenge is an exercise in empathy, although we’ll never completely know or understand.
So far Oxley has raised $8,200 - this money will go towards purchasing school kits, more rations and providing
access to medical care. Thanks so much to the rest of the Oxley community for giving so generously and for
putting up with our hanger at the microwaves. We hope this is something that other year groups undertake
next year - it really is a powerful way to challenge yourself and the people around you with new ideas and
experiences- while raising some money that can create some genuine change at the same time.
By Jemima Taylor
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Being a part of the ‘Act for Peace Ration Challenge’ has definitely proved challenging after living on the
Rations of a Syrian Refugee for the last three days. This challenge has really opened my eyes up to how
little the rations provided to refugees are in comparison to the amount of food I eat on a day-to-day basis.
It has made me realise just how lucky I am to have access to so much more. The challenge has also
provoked me to cook all my meals with the rations provided, allowing me to learn several new recipes and
as a result, enjoy the products of my cooking. Lachlan Moore
For me, the greatest challenge throughout the week was not a lack of food (although I certainly could have
been eating more) but the monotony of each meal. Food and meal sharing is a ritual in every culture, but
the privilege to over-eat and indulge and delight in our meals is so often overlooked. I am looking forward
not only to a wholly satisfying banquet-esque meal, but to delight in my muesli bars and apples and toast
-- which were once (and surely will be again soon) underappreciated daily treats. Maya Chance
The Ration Challenge has been an eye opening and enriching experience. You never truly understand a
person’s situation until you put yourself in their shoes, or in this case, in their diets. Whilst the refugee
situation is Syria is unfathomable, it has enabled me to further understand the issue. It has also given
myself as well as many others the ability to not only raise awareness, but also supply thousands of people
with meals, education, and medical care. Riley Kennedy Moore
Participating in the ‘Act for Peace’ Ration Challenge throughout refugee week has been an insightful
experience, one which I would strongly encourage others to participate in when the opportunity next
arises. While I considered myself well-informed about the refugee crisis, nothing can compare to the
experience of actually (trying) to put yourself in their situation. While at times there were sufficient
amounts of rice, after three days I lost my appetite for the bland and unsatisfying ration variations. It
really made me reflect on how tough refugees have it. I got through the challenge with both the ‘luxuries’
I earned from some very generous donors, and with the reward of a delicious meal in sight - I couldn’t
imagine the prospect of not knowing if that meal would ever come. It continues to astonish me that in a
world as progressive as ours, we get away with providing rations to refugees that do not even meet the
recommended daily calorie intake. In saying that, it is assuring to know that over 40,000 people this year
were willing to advocate such a worthwhile cause, and in doing so, raised an enormous amount of money
to assist with funding rations, education and healthcare for refugees. Sophia Dummer
The Ration Challenge was such a great cause to be involved with and opened my eyes in so many ways.
Once the haze of my semi-starved state had passed, I truly understood what I had contributed to. I had
raised money for people who were far worse off than myself, and for the first time, I felt that I could
understand just a tiny bit more than I had before. Jade Neath
Tomorrow morning I will eat ‘normal food’ for the first time in five DAYS since I commenced the Ration
Challenge. Surprisingly I have not gone hungry this week, however I have found the food to be very
starchy and am very keen to dig into a big bowl of fruit tomorrow morning and avoid rice for a long, long
time… Although five days may seem like a long time to eat just rice, beans and bread, it is important
to put into perspective the fact that millions of refugees live off these rations or even less for YEARS in
refugee camps. Such a challenge has ultimately made me all the more determined to raise awareness and
better the lives of refugees. Jade Gillis
Link to the Oxley Ration Challenge donation page: https://school.rationchallenge.org.au/oxley-college1
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DEPUTY HEAD REPORTS

Learning

THE ARTS

This year Arts students have had many wonderful opportunities
to participate in exciting co-curricular and curricular activities.
Drama
We commenced the year with outstanding performances of
the Crucible showcasing the incredible depth of talent amongst
our Drama students. Our recent successes at the Short Sharp
competition showcased our budding Script Writers with a play by
Ruby Zupp reaching the finals. Congratulations to the students
and their teachers on these fine achievements.
Visual Arts
The Year 11 and 12 Visual Arts students travelled to The Armory
Gallery and Hazelhurst Regional Gallery to study the current
exemplar works from Visual Arts students 2018. This was an
excellent opportunity for the students to see the best works in the
state and to set the bar for their own work. It was also a fantastic
opportunity to see up close the technical side of student’s work
and to understand the requirements of media and scale in their
material practice. Our Year 10 students had the privilege of having
Dave Thomas demonstrate portrait painting techniques. This
gave students a first-hand opportunity to watch a professional
portraitist in action and ask questions throughout the process.
Our Year 12 HSC Visual Arts class will showcase their dynamic
Bodies of Work in the Orchestra Room on Thursday August 22
at 6.00 pm. This year’s class have worked with great passion and
commitment across a range of forms from expressive abstracted
landscape paintings to highly detailed charcoal portraits amongst
a wide variety of other medias and subject matter. Photography
features this year with students exploring their immediate world
as a rich theme. Please join us to celebrate their hard work.
Music
The Music rooms are buzzing every recess and lunch with many
bands rehearsing for the vast variety of performance opportunities.
Rock Bands are regularly performing at the lunchtime Jam
Sessions to large crowds in the Pavilion. Our Studio Concerts
continue to be a wonderful opportunity for our solo musicians to
perform in a positive and supportive environment. Many of our
senior students are performing at assemblies showcasing their
HSC repertoire and our Semester Music Concerts are a wonderful
opportunity for all of the Music Ensembles to showcase their new
repertoire. A highlight of this semester was the Foundation Night
showcasing the depth of talent from our Junior through to our
Senior Students. Our HSC Music Night will be held on Wednesday
28 August and will be a wonderful opportunity to hear the HSC
programmes from our talented musicians. By Andrew Young
SCIENCE
Many of us remember Science lessons, particularly the
‘experiments’ from our own school days; the activities that
allowed us to make sense of the theory we were exploring at the
time. There is much bantered around in today’s discourse about
‘scientific literacy’ as if its acquisition is somehow elusive, but it is
the core of every science lesson at Oxley. To explain any of the
amazing phenomena of the world we occupy, we must have a
firm and confident knowledge of the fundamental principles that
relate to the core disciplines of Chemistry, Physics and Biology.
A respect for the processes of science comes from more than
‘doing a few pracs’, and it certainly doesn’t come from giving
students free reign to ‘explore’ their ideas. These two strands
of scientific literacy (knowledge and understanding of scientific
concepts and mastery of processes) need to be developed sideby-side, and require scaffolding and repetition to master. This is

no mean feat, and at Oxley we challenge our students to not only
design and conduct a fair test, but to write a sound hypotheses
(not as easy as one might think), evaluate the validity of their
investigations, and explain their understanding succinctly,
accurately and logically. For Year 7 this has recently involved
designing and building their own force-measuring device, Year
8 has been attempting to explain the size of crystals found in
different types of rocks by making their own, Year 9 will be
taking their recent knowledge of human body systems to the
Museum of Human Disease while on Rites of Passage, and the
maintenance of sustainable ecosystems has been researched by
Year 10. We are very encouraged by the persistence shown by
so many to improve their writing and analysis skills during Term
2 through regular class room tasks. Not much has changed from
the science class room when we were all at school. Some of
the more ‘hair-raising’ practicals will not be seen any more, but
otherwise, science is science; we keep looking for answers and
questioning the current thinking.

Deputy Head Pastoral:
Mark Case
The Oxley Beanie
Alongside the arrival of winter, we are delighted to announce
the arrival of the new Oxley beanie! The knitted beanie is blue
with the Oxley crest and is an excellent addition to the College
uniform. The beanies are available for purchase now in the Oxley
Shop and may be worn from the start of Term 3. Cost: $20.
The rules for wearing the beanie are as follows:
* It may be worn in Terms 2 and 3 only.
* It can be worn to and from school, but not during school hours.
* May be worn for Saturday sport, along with the school
sports tracksuit.
* Must be worn appropriately.
The 5000 Days Project: “An authentic time capsule of
growing up that raises EQ along the way”
The most important and the most difficult story to tell is our own.
The 5000 Day Project seeks to raises emotional intelligence
(EQ) by combining deep inquiry and video journaling across the
duration of student’s school career, which totals around 5000
days. It provides the opportunity for students to verbalise their
emotions, experiences and reflections, in a safe, private and
judgment-free environment. Students complete an in-depth,
automated video interview once a year (which takes around 40
minutes), with age-appropriate and school approved questions.
StudentS also have the opportunity to drop in anytime during
recess or lunch to record their thoughts and feelings. The footage
collected via the ‘StoryQ’ device is stored remotely, remains
entirely private and is released to the student when they turn 18,
as a mini ‘movie of their life’.
We are excited that Oxley College is one of a small number of
schools participating in the pilot programme in Australia this year.
Students in Years 5, 6 and 7 will be invited to take part in Term
3, prior to the launch in Term 4. A Parent Information Session
will be held in Term 3, when parents can hear more about the
project. Participation is on an opt-in basis and carries a fee of
$60. If the pilot programme proves successful, we intend to
open the project to other students and cohorts in 2020. For more
information, including testimonials from students and educators,
please go to https://www.the5000daysproject.org/
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ATHLETICS
RESULTS
Oxley College
Athletics Carnival - 2019
Age Champions | Records | House Points
SENIOR SCHOOL 2019
12 Girls

12 Boys

1st

Samantha Barker

1st

Oscar Plummer

2

Oki Thompson

2nd

Harry Cameron

nd

13 Girls

13 Boys

1st

Leah Halstead

1st

Phoenix Sparke

2

Emily Rodger

2

Jack Snell

nd

14 Girls

nd

14 Boys

1st

Sophie Dunn

1st

Christian Gallina

2nd

Lily Hogan

2nd

James Kim

15 Girls
1

st

2nd

ON THE BRANCH
XMAS IN JULY DINNER

Christmas in July tickets are selling really well for Saturday
27 July 2019, and it’s shaping up to be
a really fun and enjoyable evening.The
cut off for ticket purchases are Friday 19
July 2019, if not sold before. Bus seats
are still available to and from the event.
If you haven’t purchased your tickets
yet, please do so sooner than later.
Tables are communal, so feel free to
purchase single or couple tickets, if you would prefer. https://
www.trybooking.com/book/event?eid=507446

RITES OF PASSAGE - Q & A

Oxley Year 9 students are
currently in the midst of
their unique Rites of Passage
programme in Sydney. This
week Patrick Duffy and Peggy
Holmwood (Year 9) asked
some insightful questions
about Climate Change on
ABC TV’s Q & A programme.
Patrick’s questions were also
quoted in a SMH article:https://

15 Boys
Camille Falshaw

1

st

Dominic Uliana

Molly Knowles

2nd

Kade Hanrahan

16 Girls

16 Boys

1st

Lucy Cavanough Quince

1st

Lochlan Kennedy

2nd

Clancy Aboud

2nd

Joshua Bramley

17 Girls

17 Boys

1st

Alicia Brain

=1st

Hugh Callaghan

2nd

Lucy Pike

=1st

Bryce Wellman

18-19 Girls

18-19 Boys

1st

Eleni Connell

1st

Ravi Wikramanayake

2nd

Sienna Knowles

2nd

Saxon Macquarie

www.smh.com.au/entertainment/
tv-and-radio/alan-jones-is-wrongclimate-scientist-tells-a-politicianfree-q-and-a-20190618-p51yor.
html Full RoP report in Issue
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JUNIOR SCHOOL 2019
2019 Junior School Athletics Carnival Results
Age Group

RUNNER UP

CHAMPION

8-10 Boys

Henry O’Riordan

Bryce Rodger

8-10 Girls

Amelia Legge

Georgina Marks

11 Boys

Edward Connell

Fred Hamblin

11 Girls

Ella Loiterton

Chiara Shannon

12-13 Boys

Tristan McIntosh

Luca Colloridi

12-13 Girls

Xanthe MacDonald

Chilli Sparke

The 5000 Days Project gives you
the chance to say exactly what you
feel about yourself and the world
around you. Only you have
access to your recordings.
House Points

House

Points

1st place

Chisholm

1026

2nd place

Walton

952

3rd place

Flynn

836

Records

Name

Junior Girls Long Jump
11 years Boys 100m
11 years Boys 200m

Fred Hamblin

29.76

31.99

11 years Boys 800m

Fred Hamblin

2:45.18

2:52.67

11 years Boys Long Jump

Fred Hamblin

3.98m

3.79m

Junior Girls 200m

Amelia Legge

34.75

35.01

Junior Girls 800m

Amelia Legge

3:06.47

3:12.90

8 years Boys 100m

Oscar Le Guay

15.76

16.23

11 years Girls 800m

Ella Loiterton

2:59.97

3:06.25

Senior Girls 200m

Xanthe MacDonald

30.82

31.77

Junior Girls Discus

Georgina Marks

14.75m

14.30m

Senior Boys Relay

Chisholm

1:04.95

1:05.21

The 2 key ways to use the StoryQ are:

New Record

Old Record

Imogen Gair

3.25m

3.23m

Fred Hamblin

13.93

14.25

The Annual Journal: An in-depth,
guided interview you record once
a year, every year
The Anytime Check-in: A place to
talk anytime – to privately verbalise
on video about anything that’s on
your mind as often as you’d like

“It’s like a Time Capsule –
something that captures who you
are right now, something that is
kept safely in your own private
cloud and something that only
you get to collect in the future.”

www.The5000DaysProject.org
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OLD OXLEYAN INTERVIEW

Anna Riddel
CLASS OF 2002
Now that you’re off in the big wide world, what
have you done since finishing school at Oxley?
Currently I’m the Executive Producer of the Australian
Podcast Awards, and I teach acting at NIDA Opens.
After school I did a Bachelor of Music majoring in
singing, and a Bachelor of Music Education, I taught
in schools and lectured in Music pedagogy before
living in NY and coaching singers on Broadway, and
developing new plays – which all led to working at
NIDA when I returned to Australia. While I was at uni
I ran a jazz organisation in Sydney where we put on
two gigs a week, ran a record label and an annual
festival. This is where I cut my teeth on building an
arts community and running an organisation.
What is your biggest achievement since high
school?
Definitely the Australian Podcast Awards. We just held
the third annual Australian Podcast Awards at the
Seymour Centre in Sydney (on the night of the federal
election)! We worked tirelessly to propel this disparate
community into the spotlight, and I believe we fully
achieved that this year. Four hundred people attended
from all over Australia, representing independent
podcasters as well as major media outlets such as
the ABC, SBS, Fairfax, Newscorp and Mamamia. The
event was live streamed, the winners appeared on
the front page of the Apple Podcast App, as well as
being listed in Fairfax papers, and we teamed up with
international sponsors to help support our podcasters
to give their world class content a stage. A reporter
at the event said to me “you have a room full of
Australia’s creative elite”, that would be my biggest
achievement by far.

What would you say you miss most about being
at school?
Strangely, the long bus trips to music camps, sports
meets and the outback. They were incredible times
to bond friendships, and I still remember a song we
made up on the way to Thredbo.
What would you say to your fifteen year old
self?
You won’t always be the shy girl, not long from now
you will be brave and loud and not scared to hold
back. You will be able to hold a room in the palm
of your hand. There will be hardships, you will get
through them. You wouldn’t believe me if I told you
about all the incredible people that you will meet. And
whatever you think is the biggest thing that you can
achieve, think bigger.

ISA RESULTS
ROUND 6

1sts: Redfield 8 v 1 Oxley
15s: Redfield 8 v 1 Oxley
13s: Redfield 7 v 0 Oxley

BOYS FOOTBALL
2nds: Redfield 4 v 1 Oxley
14s: Redfield 7 v 0 Oxley

GIRLS FOOTBALL
1sts: CCGS 0 v 1 Oxley
2nds: Oxley 4 v 1 Barker
Junior A: friendly match
RUGBY
1st XV: Redfield 41 v 20 Oxley
16s: Redfield 50 v 0 Oxley
Were these things that during high school you 15s: bye
14s: Redfield 19 v 49 Oxley
expected you would end up doing?
13s: Redfield 50 v 0 Oxley
No way… podcasting didn’t even exist then! And I
TENNIS
never would have dreamed that I’d teach acting at
1sts: Chev 3 v 5 Oxley
2nds: Redlands 7 v 1 Oxley
NIDA, let alone coach singers on Broadway.
Oxley 3: Oxley 0 v 8 Redlands
Oxley 4: Redlands 8 v 0 Oxley
Is there anybody from the Oxley community
Oxley 5: Oxley 0 v 8 Redlands
Oxley 6: Oxley 0 v 8 Redlands
who inspired you throughout high school?
Oxley 7: Oxley 0 v 8 Chev
I am still inspired by two teachers. Mrs Hamilton was
HOCKEY
a strong female role model for me at school, we’re
1sts: friendly match
2nds: Oxley 1 v 2 SACS
still friends. Mrs Topp was my Tutor Group teacher for
Oxley 3: Oxley 6 v 0 SACS
Oxley 4: Oxley 2 v 0 Barker
six years. She taught me to be kind instead of trying
Oxley 5: Oxley 1 v 2 SACS
to be cool to fit in. She also taught us way back in
the 90s that Australia was invaded and not settled.
NETBALL
Teaching us that back then taught me (years later)
1sts: Oxley 44 v 38 Barker
2nds: Oxley 19 v 44 Barker
that our actions and convictions matter, and that small
Inter B: Oxley 30 v 15 BMGS
Inter
A:
Oxley
48
v
42
CCGS
seeds of ideas catch on over time and grow if we put
Junior A: Oxley 19 v 31 CCGS
Junior B: bye
them into action.
Junior C: Oxley 17 v 31 CCGS
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WHAT’S
HAPPENING?
SHARP SHORT

DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S AWARD
Duke of Edinburgh’s Gold-Silver Adventurous Journey – the Budawangs
Oxley’s Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award Hike in the Budawang
National Park called on ever-changing terrains, snacks packs and lots
of fun and teamwork. Eleven students from Year 10 – 12, along with
Mr Dibdin and our group leader from Land’s Edge, Ashley, geared up
over the recent long weekend to bus down to the national park to the
starting point near Braidwood.
Every day required long walks along mountain ridges, marshy plains,
past rocky cliffs and natural arches, thickly vegetated valleys - almost
every landscape possible. On the first day, our group set up camp
for our first cold night just in the nick of time before the sunset - a
beautiful sight. The second day demanded more of our bushwalking
abilities as the paths followed narrow ravines between cliff faces,
filled with creeks or dense shrubbery, and interrupted by dramatic
rock climbs. The scenery we travelled though was always stunning,
with new marvels – vibrant rainforests, vast tree-filled valleys and airy
mountain tops. The fourth and final day was the most challenging,
but perhaps the most rewarding. The group trekked up the iconic
Pigeon House Mountain which dominates most of the South Coast, to
enjoy the most amazing views.
The group showed enormous comradery, sticking together on the
treks and in camp to help each other out, as well as having some
great chats and good laughs. This hike challenged part of everyone’s
boundaries and we can safely say everyone came back feeling proud
of their accomplishment in completing the journey. We would like to
thank our leader Ash who we would have been lost without and Mr
Dibdin for coming on this hike with us and for his continued support
for the DofE programme.
By Claire Allan (Year 11)

On Tuesday 4 June, twenty two eager Year 10 drama
students hopped on a bus to Parramatta Riverside Theatre
to compete in the fifth annual Sharp Short (not short sharp,
as we quickly learnt) competition. After an intense Term
1 of writing and staging six short plays, three of Oxley’s
plays – ‘Disconnected’ by Ingrid Heinrich, ‘Fifteen Minutes’
by Ruby Zupp and ‘How to be Responsible, Motivated
and Mature’ by Lucy Cavanough Quince – were entered
into Heat 2 of the competition. The idea of working in a
professional theatre was surreal to most of us, so arriving
at Riverside Theatre to find the dressing room mirrors
were trimmed with lightbulbs gave us an indicator of how
unforgettable the day would be. Two rehearsals, a freezing
cold Macca’s ‘march’ and a few new friends later, it was
time. Costumes were on, scripts were finalised, and table
positions marked with red tape. It was clear from the getgo that Oxley was the school to beat, all the way from Tom
and May’s MC-ing, to the final performance of the night
being an Oxley one. Every single Oxley student gave it
their all and gave the other teams a run for their money.
At the end of the night, it was announced that the play
‘Fifteen Minutes’ had made it to the finals, a victory which
wouldn’t have been achieved without the support of all the
other groups.
A week and a half later, on Friday 14 June, after an
exhausting week of half yearly exams, five Oxley
students drove up to Parramatta to compete in the highly
anticipated Sharp Short finals. The play ‘Fifteen Minutes’
consisted of Mia Sandilands, Mia Gillis, James Feetham,
Tom Rapp, and Ruby Zupp. Hyped and ready to go, we sat
in the auditorium, attempting to identify the competition
and studying the agenda for the day, which was more or
less the same, except shorter and without the Macca’s
run. We spent the afternoon building on the feedback
that we were given from the previous week, we got to
know the MC, completed our dress rehearsal and went out
for dinner. Energy running high, we returned to Riverside
with lots of enthusiasm and leftover chips. It came time
to perform and every single member was spectacular in
their performance, and the group as a whole had its best
performance yet. We had tough competition, but at the
end of the night, Tom managed to snag the award for
best male performance. The entire Sharp Short experience
has been memorable to say the least. Special thanks to
Mr Cunich and Mrs Bull for their guidance throughout this
project. By Ruby Zupp (Year 10)
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GALLERY
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JUNE & JULY CALENDAR
OXLEY SHOP
HOLIDAY HOURS
Week 1; Tuesday 2/7Wednesday 3/7,Thursday 4/7
9am-3pm
Week 3: Tuesday 16/7Wednesday 17/7, Thursday
18/7 9am-3pm

The Music Department is excited to
announce the commencement of an Oxley
Orchestra in Term 3. This will be an wonderful
opportunity for students in our String Ensemble and

Mon

01

Mon

08

Tue

02

Tue

09

26

Wed

03

Wed

10

27

Thu

04

Thu

11

Mon

24

Tue

25

DURING THE HOLIDAYS
ELVO WILL BE CLOSED FOR
REFURBISHMENT. THE OXLEY
OFFICE WILL OPERATE FROM THE
LIBRARY, 9.00am - 3.00pm.

Rugby; Friendly game
Shellharbour Anglican 14’s & 16’s

Wed

INC: Y12 DT Workshop Sessions
(weekly Term 2)
End Rites of Passage

Senior Concert Band to perform a variety of Orchestral
Music including music from Films and classic Orchestral
Hits. Rehearsals will take place on Fridays at 7.45am in the
Orchestra Room. Due to the limited number of places
for wind instruments, students in our Senior Concert
Band will have the opportunity to audition for
a place in the Orchestra. For further
information please see Mr. Young.

Thu

Mission Day
JR SRC Friends Raising Events
Crazy Jumper
End Term 2

Fri

21

Fri

28

Fri

05

Fri

12

Sat

22

Sat

29

Sat

06

Sat

13

23

Sun

30

Sun

07

Sun

14

ISA Sport - Winter Round 7

Sun

Y10 DoE Silver Practice Hike

Y10 DoE Silver Practice Hike

TERM 3 COMMENCES ON
MONDAY 22 JULY.

’
&

$8
$3

&
&

31

'

'
'

6.30

1

6.30

2

4.30
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NEWSFLASH
MOUNTAIN BIKING

Since beginning just over a year ago, the Oxley College
mountain biking team has almost doubled in size and the riders
have all improved in skill and fitness.
The team has been training hard and on Sunday 16 June, 20
Oxley riders stormed the NSW All Schools Championships,
joining around 200 students from 18 schools. There were some
awesome results, despite the rain and mud making some of the
track a bit gnarly. The race was a four hour relay, with riders
competing in teams of three or four.
In the Intermediate Mixed category, Lucy Cavanaugh-Quince,
Rex Sparke, and Lachlan Talman brought home a win, despite
Rex riding an extra kilometre of the senior’s loop on his first lap
by accident and Lachlan racing up an age group. What a team!
In the Intermediate Girls, Ava Lambie, Mia Gillis and India
O’Brien were delighted to win their first race and although they
were the only team in their category, their lap times stacked up
to some of the boys in the corresponding categories.
The Senior Boys team of Euan Barrett-Lennard, Rowan Maitland
and Nic Millner faced fierce competition and with Nic running
a half marathon the day before and Rowan being in his first
mountain bike race, it was always going to be tough. They
finished 2nd, only three minutes behind Knox, who had an

advantage, having bent the rules regarding team numbers.
Euan Barrett-Lennard also had the second fastest senior lap
time of the day, 3 seconds behind the leader.
In the Junior boys, two Oxley teams raced in the biggest field of
the day, with 17 teams. The Junior As (Matt Smith, Hugo Dyer,
Duncan Greig and Phoenix Spark) finished 5th while the Junior
Bs, (Oscar Lambie, Oliver Dyer, Max Dyer and Hunter Ritchie)
came 14th, this being the first race for some of the boys.
Oxley Intermediate boys (Harry Black, Charlie Clark and James
Tansey) were up against tough competition too, as Year 9 and
10 boys laid down some of the fastest times of the day, so
they did well to come 9th, especially after James had several
mechanical incidents.
The spectacular performance of all the riders helped Oxley
College to a position of 2nd overall. Next time, we hope to take
a bigger team and bring home the trophy! Overall everyone
had a fun day getting muddy and shredding their mountain
bikes. Big thanks to our coaches/mechanics Meaghan Stanton
and Peter Dowse for all their support and organisation of such
a great day, helping Oxley’s athletes perform to the best of their
ability. We loved it!
Written by Euan Barrett-Lennard (Mountain Biking Captain)

FRENCH EXCHANGE: LOUISE
Are you enjoying Oxley?
Yes, it is great, and everybody is very friendly.
How is our school different to yours in
Bordeaux?
First, in my school we don’t have uniform and
four days a week I start at 8.00am and finish
at 5.00pm and Wednesday, I start at 8.30am
and finish at 12 noon. Moreover, in my school
we can have our phone during our break but in
class it is a lot more academic.
What is your favorite part of Australia so
far?
I think it was my first weekend and I saw whales.
What is your favorite class?
The English class because the teacher is cool.
What do you think of having to wear a school uniform?
I think there are advantages and disadvantages. One of the
advantages is that there is no discrimination but girls have to wear
skirts in winter and sometimes it is very cold.
Why did you decide to do the Exchange and why Australia?
Because I was wanted to discover new things and ameliorate my
English and I chose Australia because I went in Australia with my
family five years ago and I loved it.
By Molly O’Meagher and Louise Salles (Year 10)

MUSIC
Haydn Ensemble
In the past few weeks, Oxley’s String Ensemble and
String Quartet have been lucky enough to undergo
a series of afternoon workshops with the renowned
‘Haydn Ensemble’. In our two sessions with these
remarkable players, we learnt how to play and master
two contrasting pieces - ‘Vortex’ and Vivaldi’s ‘Concerto
in G minor’. Our musicality and understanding of the
Baroque period were developed alongside the Southern
Highlands Christian School’s String Ensemble, with the
entire ensemble finally showcasing our progress in a
small, family concert. Though our time was limited,
the experience of playing with and learning from these
world-class musicians was amazing. The Oxley String
Ensemble would like to thank Mrs Bunyan for organising
this fantastic opportunity, and we look forward to more
such events to extend our musical ability in the future.
By Rose Barnett (Year 10)
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